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to join.
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THE FIRST TRANSLATION OF THE MOST IMPORTANT 
PART OF THE PALI TIPITAKA INTO A LIVING 
LANGUAGE OF EUROPE
KARL EUGEN NEUMANN’S GERMAN TRANSLATIONS 0? THE 
BUDDHIST TEXTS
DIE LETZTEN TAGS GOTAMO BUDDHOS
(Mahanibbana-suttam)
Taschenausgabe Pappband M 4.-, Ganzleinen mit Goldsohnitt M 6.-
DIE REDEN GOTAMO BUDDHOS
(Maj j himanikayo)
Taschenausgabe. Urei Bande in einer Iiasoette zusammen Pappband 
M 16.-, Ganzleinen with Goldsohnitt M 24.-
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BUDDHOS
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Today there is no literary work more highly esteemed in Germany 
than that of Karl Eugen Neumann, who has been the first translator of 
the most important parts of the Pali-Canon. Nobody who is interested 
in the Buddhistio canonical books and is able to understand German 
should fail to read those unrivaled translations. Faithful to the original, 
word-for-word, they are so beautifully rendered into the German language 
that the greatest German writers place the work of Karl Eugen Neumann 
on the same level with Luther’s Bible translation. Whether in prose or 
in verse in accordance with the original, Neumann’s style is always 
inspired with the genius of the ancient holy atmosphere when the Buddha 
was teaching his Dhamma to his immediate disciples; and the master’s 
thought, even his voice and rhythm, are distinguishable in the German 
translations as well as in the Pali original.
(All the volumes are carefully printed and solidly bound. The 
prices are low and within the reach of every intell'gent 
reader.)
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The bulk of this volume was done by the late Mr Gribble, and has been 
very ably completed by his daughter, Mrs M. Pmdlebury.
Vol. I OF THE ABOVE WORK IS AVAILABLE AT £ 1-ls.
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Messrs Luzac & Co., beg to announce that the above work is in the 
press, but are unabl'. to give pr'ce or full details at present. Should you be 
interested in this work, will you kindly make an application and post to 
them, fuller particulars when known, ziiill then be sent to you.
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